
WEEK 3 │ PROPHETS 

 
These are difficult days. It’s getting colder, darker and we are cut off from many of the things 
that give us life. In can feel lonely and very sad. Yet Isaiah reminds us that “on those living in the 
land of darkness a light has dawned.” (9:2).  
 
This week you are invited to consider the movement from darkness to light (and the invitation 
to respond with joy). Although this could be an intellectual exercise, the intent is for you to 
connect with the emotion of the text. What does it feel like to walk in darkness? Avoid the 
temptation of skipping this part. Even if you don’t feel lonely and sad, many people around you 
do. What does it feel to be where they are? And what does it feel like to see light? 
 
LISTEN. Sound of Silence by Disturbed. 
 Oh Light by Gungor. 
 
READ. Take a moment to read the Isaiah 9:2-7. Take your time. As you move through the text, 
pay close attention to what words and ideas draw your attention in unique ways. When your 
focus is drawn to a word or thought, pause to reflect on them. 
 
READ AGAIN. As you read this passage a second time, feel the emotions of the text. What does 
it feel like to walk in darkness and fearful gloom? Who else feels this way? Notice the shift in 
emotion when a light has dawned (v. 2). Can you feel it? Which words or emotions resonate in 
your heart, your season of life, your person in this moment? 
 
RESPOND. Talk to God about your experience. Do you feel sad? Angry? Tell God about it. Are 
you moved? Express gratitude to God. If the text has brought something else to mind, talk to 
God about that. Come before God not only with words but also with emotion. 
 
REJOICE. The people who lived in darkness and saw a great light responded with joy. Peterson 
captures this incredibly well in the Message translation: “You expanded our joy… festival joy! 
The joy of a great celebration.” Can you feel this longing? Can you rejoice even in this difficult 
time? What would that look like? 
 
PRAY. Above All, Trust in the Slow Work of God by Teilhard de Chardin. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Dg-g7t2l4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcZGS8sfEFk
https://130fde5e-7cce-b342-c5a7-7fd58fc7a161.filesusr.com/ugd/87bf11_4d5dee36b0eb4b2b8a05032079e18df2.pdf

